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Fragmentation in Air Traffic and
its Impact on ATM Performance
FAB Central Europe and FAB Europe Central invite you to attend the research
workshop on Fragmentation in Air Traffic Management taking place on 14 – 15
May 2019 in Budapest. The conference is
being held in partnership with the FSR
Florence School of Regulation and the
German Aviation Research Society
(GARS).
From the start of the Single European
Sky initiative, fragmentation has been
identified as a key challenge; it is a major
driver behind the work to harmonise European air traffic management procedures and practices. The term has been
applied to airspace, technology, operational and institutional frameworks and
economics. However, with no clear view
as to the optimum design of a European
ATM system it remains unclear which decisions should be taken at a local level

and which decisions should be taken
centrally. Could there be performance
benefits from giving local actors more rather than less – responsibility for managing air traffic operations in their immediate vicinity?
This research workshop will examine the
positive and negative effects of fragmentation on air traffic management
and whether an optimal level of shared
responsibility can be achieved.
The aim is to bring greater clarity to the
concept of fragmentation. 12 research
papers will be delivered and presented.
It examines the status quo and potential
alternatives in considering the impact
of fragmentation upon ATM performance, operational complexity, technology and innovation, regulation, cost and
capacity.

Objectives
The workshop brings together academics and stakeholders from all sectors of
the aviation industry to provide a forum
for the mutual exchange of ideas. It features contributions from the fields of
aviation, economics, policy, law and
management which focus on the impact
of fragmentation on performance and
policy-making to support cross-domain
and interdisciplinary discussions. This is
accompanied by theoretical, empirical
and practice-oriented contributions
such as case studies and best practices.
The workshop concludes with an examination of the ways to address fragmentation and reduce its impact on the delivery of air traffic management.

The programme
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The workshop is introduced by highlevel representatives from the aviation
industry, with individual panels introduced and moderated by experts. Presen
tations have been selected by an interdisciplinary board from 17 papers submitted

by leading industry and military agencies, research organisations and air navigation service providers, in order to address the following topics:

• What is fragmentation, what form can it
take?

• What is the impact of fragmentation on
the aviation chain, especially in respect
to the performance of the ATM system in
terms of safety, capacity, environment
and cost-effectiveness?

• What are the practical consequences of
fragmentation on air traffic operations?

“This research workshop will examine

the positive and negative effects of
fragmentation on air traffic management ”

• What models are available to address
the benefits and disadvantages of frag-

•

mentation?
What solutions are available to achieve
an optimum level of fragmentation in

airspace management?

Logistical information and
registration
The workshop will take place over two
days from 14-15 May 2019 in Budapest.
The workshop is free of charge.
A social event will be organised in
Budapest on the evening of the 14 May.
Participants can attend free of charge.
For registration please go to FABEC.eu
For organisational reasons, only on-line
registrations will be accepted. In addition,
the number of participants is limited. In
case of overbooking, the organiser reser
ves the right to withdraw reservations.
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Workshop Venue
RAILWAY STATION

and Social Event
Hungarian Academy of Sciences

PARLIAMENT

Budapest, Széchenyi István tér 9,
1051 Hongrie
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Contact
FABEC: Matthias Whittome
Matthias.whittome@dfs.de
FAB CE: Vilmos Somosi
Vilmos.somosi@hungarocontrol.hu
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